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Here is now the new version - Strum GS-2 v 2.0. Free version is only available for Windows and has
no.Q: Is there a way to visualize recursive calls in Instruments? I can make Instruments visualize the
time it takes to go through different chunks of code, but it doesn't even show whether any calls are
inlined. This was in iOS 5, but I'm assuming it's still the case. Is there any way to see exactly which

chunk of code is making the largest number of recursive calls in my app? A: If you're using the LLVM
compiler, there are two things that can help you with this: The compiler is able to output asm to a

file on disk that has a name based on the source code location, but if you don't want to do that then
you can use lli -dump '' (part of the LLVM distribution; so make sure you have that installed first)
Both commands will output information similar to this (the.ll file is the LLVM source file that was

compiled, including any inlining): (lldb) r (lldb) lli -dump '' The lddump command output shown above
is using lldb for the disk file. If you want it to use the debug executable, you can use (lldb) r -q exec
instead of (lldb) r . A: Open up the 'Object Files' in Xcode. There should be a treeview in the list on
the left hand side with folders for each symbol, where each of those folders has a.dSYM file that
should include a.tbd segment file. This segment file will include a jump table that shows which

methods are calling each other. I've never bothered to get too deep into it, but I assume it's possible
to create an alias for a method based on a function pointer in one of the methods, and then link that

function pointer to a jump table that finds the original method. z**2 + 2*z**2 - 4*z**2 + 2*z**2).
-4*z**5 - 10*z**4 + 6*z**3 + 4*z Expand ((-3*u + 2*u + 2*
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